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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report contains a record of the first European Nomadic Device Workshop, held under the
auspices of the AIDE Integrated Project on 20 January 2005. Presentations by the
representatives of Motorola, Nokia, Renault and the eSafety Forum, as well as of the AIDE
project were given.
Breakout groups discussed issues on driver safety and Human-machine Interface (HMI),
nomadic device integration in the vehicle, the market perspective of nomadic devices and of
vehicle and device manufacturers, operators, service providers and other players.
The workshop indicated that nomadic devices posed certain safety risks unless properly
installed in the vehicle, but could also bring benefits for drivers. Vehicle makers were
increasingly interested to offer products and services using nomadic devices, but were held
back by the lack of standards and concerns about product liability. They were prepared to
work towards industry standards for interfaces to nomadic devices.
It was agreed that there is a need to set up a permanent Nomadic Device Forum that will bring
together all key stakeholders. The Forum should work towards the resolution of the safety
issues as well as the requirements and specifications for a nomadic device interface or
gateway into the vehicle.
The workshop results will also be a valuable input to help the AIDE project develop an
integrated adaptive HMI manager that can incorporate links with nomadic devices.
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1. Introduction
Nomadic devices, or portable devices that are used or are intended to be used by the driver for
support, assistance, communication or entertainment, are in increasingly common use. The
most common Nomad Devices by far are the mobile phones used with some kind of handsfree kit. In addition, the market for PDA-based navigation systems is growing rapidly as
prices fall and systems are sold in discount supermarkets or bundled with new vehicles. Music
players are also becoming more common in vehicles, such as MP3 players or the Apple i-Pod.
Increasingly, all of these types of device are being offered as original equipment or aftermarket options by car manufacturers. This growth is in response to customer demand, but it
does create important issues for driver safety, for the human-machine interface (HMI) and for
the integration of the devices into the vehicle. Specific points of concern include:
• the risk of additional driver distraction from using an unsuitable or poorly located
nomadic device;
• the need for clear and agreed guidelines on the safe design, positioning, fixing and use
of nomadic devices and their applications;
• the lack of agreed standards for the “docking” and integration of nomadic devices in
the vehicle.
Within AIDE, nomadic devices integration and safe use within the vehicle environment is
considered as a key issue for the reasons mentioned above. AIDE is planning to explore a
number of issues related to nomadic devices use by drivers, namely:
• Safety and HMI
• Integration (concept of the gateway)
• Requirements set by OEMs but also by device manufacturers
A Nomadic Devices Forum is to be set up in order to address these issues, in addition to the
research work undertaken within the framework of AIDE. The Forum aims to bring together
all stakeholders in order to discuss issues arising from nomadic device implementation, to
identify problems and user needs and finally to come to a consensus around this very complex
and sensitive matter. This Forum will be coordinated by ERTICO and will work mainly
through workshops and technical meetings.
This report contains the proceedings of the first European Workshop on Nomadic Devices,
organised under the auspices of the AIDE project and the relevant Nomadic Devices Forum.

2. Nomadic Device Workshop organisation
2.1. Objectives
The first European Nomadic Device Workshop was held at Volvo AB in Brussels on 20
January 2005 with the following objectives:
•
•
•

Create a cross-sector European interest group concerned with all aspects of nomadic
device integration and use in the vehicle
Inform about the AIDE project and its work on nomadic devices
Identify/confirm key issues for nomad devices: safety, design, integration, installation,
use, standardisation
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Validate use cases and user/stakeholder requirements for the AIDE project
Initiate a “European Nomadic Device Forum”

2.2. Working approach
This was both an informative and a working meeting with strong audience participation and
interaction. For this reason attendance was limited, and for part of the time participants were
working in smaller breakout groups addressing the following discussion topics:
• Safety issues: What are the risks? How to assess them? How to address them?
• Industry requirements: developers, suppliers, vehicle makers
• Towards integration: options for a universal nomadic device gateway
The meeting concluded with a brief summary of each breakout group, and a first proposal for
a permanent European Nomadic Device Forum, as seen below.
2.3. Logistics
Invitations were sent out in November to a list of over 200 selected names, and the Workshop
was advertised both on the AIDE and ERTICO websites and in the ERTICO newsletter
(circulation to 1000 names). The invitation list was compiled from contacts known to the
AIDE project coordination team from their extensive experience in HMI activities (and
including the entire AIDE consortium), and to ERTICO (including all 100 Partners from all
sectors engaged in ITS). In addition, a number of names were added following a presentation
on nomadic device issues made by ERTICO at the Telematics Update European Conference
in Stuttgart in June 2004.
The invited speakers were selected experts belonging to AIDE consortium, eSafety Forum
HMI working group and ERTICO known partner contacts.
The final attendance was 53 persons, representing the following sectors: Vehicle
manufacturers, first-tier suppliers, navigation device manufacturers, mobile phone
manufacturers, digital map suppliers, software and application developers, public authorities,
academic and research organisations and mobile telecom operators. Eleven countries were
represented as well as the European Commission.
The Workshop was held at the Volvo AB Benelux headquarters building in Brussels, and was
jointly organised by ERTICO and the AIDE project. The organising committee of this first
workshop included: Paul Kompfner (ERTICO), Angelos Amditis (ICCS), Johan Engström
(VTEC) and Patrick Robertson (Motorola).
2.4. Agenda
The agenda is attached at Annex 1. The programme was designed to be as attractive as
possible, and featured a keynote address by Mike Gardner, Director of Intelligent Systems
Research Lab, Motorola USA, on the subject “Human Factors review of cell phone distraction
in the automobile and potential solutions”. Other presentations featured Alan Stevens of TRL
and the eSafety Forum HMI working group, Johannes Dünnwald of Nokia Automotive,
Daniel Augello of Renault, and Angelos Amditis, Patrick Robertson, Johan Engström and
Paul Kompfner of the AIDE project.

3. Workshop Proceedings
3.1. Presentations
The following presentations were made and will be also accessible through the AIDE project
website:
• Overview of AIDE Integrated Project by Johan Engström, Volvo Technology
(ANNEX 4)
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o Need for “adaptation” and “integration” in HMI
o AIDE goal: manage access by IVIS, ADAS systems to driver interface,
dynamically adapting to driver/vehicle/environment context
o Project structure and objectives
o The four sub-projects and their work
o The demonstrators
AIDE Sub-project 3 – Designing and developing an Adaptive Integrated HMI by
Angelos Amditis, ICCS (ANNEX 5)
o SP3 objectives and organisation
o Multi-modal HMI and nomadic device management
o Role of Interaction and Communication Assistant (ICA)
o Physical components and modules for driver/vehicle/environment monitoring
and other sensors
o User-centred design approach
o AIDE User Forum meeting at BASt in March 2005.
Human Factors review of cell phone distraction in the automobile and potential
solutions by Mike Gardner, Intelligent Systems Research Lab, Motorola (ANNEX 6)
o Distraction Types
o Distraction Sources and Impact
o Creative Solution proposed
o Workload Management
o Seamless mobility
HMI and safety issues: eSafety Forum HMI working group by Alan Stevens, TRL
(ANNEX 7)
o eSafety initiative: eSafety Forum and its working groups
o HMI working group organisation, objectives and progress
o European Statement of Principles on HMI
o Key issues for nomadic devices: appropriate display, function; safe fixing
o Recommendations for extension of ESoP towards nomadic devices
o Recommendations for Product-Responsible Organisations, service providers,
public authorities.
Nomadic devices; market outlook by Johannes Dünnwald, Nokia Automotive
(ANNEX 8)
o Market development of smartphones, 3G handhelds
o What do vehicle buyers want from their device in the vehicle?
o Bluetooth interface and equipped devices
o Architecture for in-car and wireless device applications
o Automotive market vs. mobile communications service market
Nomadic device use cases and user requirements by Paul Kompfner, ERTICO
(ANNEX 9)
o Nomadic device trends
o Nomadic device use cases treated in AIDE project
o Nomadic device requirements for vehicle interface
o User needs related to nomadic devices
o Industry requirements for a nomadic device solution
Nomadic device integration and management: towards a solution by Patrick
Robertson, Motorola (ANNEX 10)
o Integration issues: physical, electrical, communications, protocol
o Control, security, safety
o Communication modes and protocols approaching stable standards
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o Physical connection is far from standardised, remains proprietary
o AMI-C and MOST offer increased level of standardisation
o AIDE: towards definition of a standardised nomadic device gateway.
The address on “Nomadic devices: in-car integration issues” by Daniel Augello of Renault
was not accompanied by a slide presentation. His points can be summarised as follows:
• Users want to use their personal devices in all aspects of life, thus in the car too
• Systems embedded in the vehicle have a much longer lifecycle (years) than the typical
nomadic device, that may have a timescale of months in some cases
• When an OEM develops an integrated system, it must comply with many regulations,
and with the ESoP
• A good ergonomic interface to nomadic devices was needed
• The OEMs were ready to work together with nomadic device manufacturers and with
public authorities on these integration and safety issues
• The key aim was to achieve interoperability between in-vehicle electronics and
nomadic devices…
• …but the solution is not to forbid use of nomadic devices by the driver
• Working together should achieve a “smart solution” that would enhance both safety
and competitiveness
• A harmonised gateway or docking station was needed to adapt nomadic devices to the
automotive environment
• It was not clear exactly how to distribute the intelligence between the car and the
nomadic device
• Now is the right time to start to work together
• A Nomadic Device Forum should work out technical solutions and deliver these to
standardisation
3.2. Breakout groups
Three parallel breakout sessions were held. Their proceedings are summarised below.
3.2.1. Group A – Safety & HMI issues
3.2.1.i List of Participants
Rapporteur: Paul Compfner (ERTICO)
BASt
Bosch
ERTICO
ICCS
PSA
SEAT S.A.
Swedish Road Administration
Transport Research Laboratory

Schindhelm
Rimini-Döring
Kompfner
Anastasia
Batocchi
Romera Rué
Gustafsson
Stevens

Roland
Maria
Paul
Bolovinou
Franck
Maria
Asa
Alan

3.2.1.ii Issues Discussed
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1. What are the different road safety risks posed by nomadic devices and their use in the
vehicle?
The main risk is driver distraction, due to greater demands on the driver for interaction with
the device; distraction was seen as a consequence of nomadic device use. Also, in a crash
there may be risks of injury from the device itself and from its fixation.
However, there may be driver safety and comfort benefits from the use of nomadic devices,
e.g. to make a phone call when delayed in the journey, or the use of a navigation device rather
than a paper map while driving.
Nomadic devices in the vehicle may pose a new level of risks in that no single entity is held to
be responsible for the safe design, installation and use of nomadic devices – there is a need to
identify the “product-responsible organisation”. For example, there is no industry association
for nomadic device manufacturers. Also there is a risk that extra functionalities may be
inherently dangerous (e.g. watching a DVD video while driving). There could even be an
added risk of unsafe organisational practices prompted by nomadic devices (e.g. if fleet
managers would make demands on their drivers to make unsuitable use of nomadic devices
while driving).
2. What do we know about the actual consequences of these risks for road safety?
(Only) around 2% of fatal accidents had distraction from an in-vehicle technology as a
contributory factor, that suggests that these systems may not pose a very high risk for drivers.
However, it is to be expected that nomadic devices that are not designed for in-car use may
have a higher risk factor (e.g. due to smaller size of keys/buttons, display, etc.).
It was agreed there was a need to study more about the differences between hands free and
handheld phones; a study by the Swedish Road Administration showed that the cognitive load
is the same, while a hands free phone may incite drivers to make more and longer calls. When
phoning from a car, the other person doesn’t know the driver’s context or current conditions
and cannot make allowances.
The conclusion was that there is some expectation that nomadic device-linked accidents will
increase now that there are so many more nomadic devices coming onto the market.
3. How can these risks be assessed in practice?
The question is, how can nomadic device risks be separated from the safety risks of driving
normally and from those of integrated systems? The crash data collected normally does not
include nomadic devices; “driver distraction” is generally identified, but not specifically for
the use of nomadic devices, or integrated IVIS or ADAS systems.
In the absence of good crash data, simulation may be appropriate, or laboratory tests; there
was a need to develop scenarios for testing. There was also a need to develop criteria for
assessing risk – we don’t have sufficient basic knowledge today. One approach could be to
develop a “reference interface” for comparison with actual products.
Anonymous data collecting could be effective but today there were too few devices in use.
Anyway, self-reporting will always be unreliable, as nobody would want to confess to
misusing a nomadic device in the case of a problem. However, for company vehicle drivers
an anonymous survey could work.
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To test the risk of injury caused by nomadic device fittings themselves, these could be
included in actual crash tests. Otherwise, for a device that is well integrated in the vehicle,
then the vehicle itself could potentially record some data indicating risk during normal use. A
vehicle equipped with video to monitor the driver could record his/her use of a nomadic
device, but is not clear how one would interpret the resulting images.
4. How could these risks be mitigated or avoided?
The most important factor is a good design of the specific interface or interaction, particularly
for those products actually designed to be used while driving. It was thought that an auditory
interface is best, but this depends of course on the driving situation.
Situation recognition could be passed from an AIDE-equipped car to the nomadic device, in
case of good integration, so as to manage the device behaviour.
In any case there was probably a need to train drivers how to use nomadic devices safely. At
the least, each buyer should be provided with a common minimum set of advice and
information on the safe use of nomadic device and the risks of misuse.
To lessen the risk of harm caused by the nomadic device fitting itself, these could be pretested according to some standard and certified when in conformance.
5. What measures (by whom?) should be taken at European level?
The overriding regulations for vehicles in Europe are those fixed by the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe (UN/ECE/WP29). The current regulations for crash test
performance could be extended to include nomadic devices intended for in-vehicle use.
Otherwise, EU or national legislation could be invoked; however, national legislation should
be “harmonised” and should apply across Europe (and even globally).
The current European Statement of Principles (ESoP) should be extended to deal explicitly
with nomadic device issues. This was currently being done by the eSafety Forum HMI
working group.
Furthermore, global and European standardisation bodies (e.g. ISO, CEN, ETSI…) could deal
with nomadic device issues if this was agreed; such standards should deal not only with
system design but also testing and evaluation.
Another type of measure could be restrictions on a driver’s insurance in the case of nomadic
device misuse or dangerous installation. As mentioned above, a driver education programme
and specific information and guidance for drivers could be created.
6. Conclusions
As a conclusion, it was agreed that we have not got enough evidence to say if nomadic
devices pose extra risks (for certain functions); but safety should continue to be monitored. It
was likely that nomadic devices can provide positive benefits also, that should be considered.
A cross-industry group should work together to assess these risks and work out solutions to
apply throughout the product life-cycle.
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The ESoP should be extended to address the responsibility of each “Product-Responsible
Organisation” (e.g. manufacturer, operator, supplier, distributor, agent…), and to address the
organisational and project-management aspects of dealing with nomadic device safety. To
bring about improvements, there was a need to identify incentives for nomadic device
Product-Responsible Organisations to apply the revised ESoP.
3.2.2. Group B – Industry and market perspective
3.2.2.i List of Participants
Rapporteur: Patrick Robertson (MOTOROLA)
ACEA
Blaupunkt GmbH
Blaupunkt GmbH
BMW
DaimlerChrysler
DaimlerChrysler
ERTICO
ERTICO
Ford Research Lab Aachen
INRETS
Johnson Controls
Lexagon Group
Motorola
NAVTEQ
Opel
Pioneer – PMDD
Renault
Toyota Europe
Vodafone Pilotentwicklung
Volkswagen Liaison Office to the EU
Volvo Technology

Reinhardt
Eschke
Hoepermans
Scholten
Buck
Kuhn
Andrade
Merinas
Koch
Pauzie
Van den Beukel
Rottmann
Robertson
Caeyman
Berninger
Van Damme
Augello
Morita
Birle
Spell
Larsson

Wolfgang
Stephan
Peter
Joachim
Manfred
Friedemann
Mariana
Kelly
Werner
Annie
Arie
Michael
Patrick
Jurgen
Harald
Charles
Daniel
Hiroshi
Christian
Sabine
Petter

3.2.2.ii Issues Discussed

1. Which Nomadic Device services, applications and use cases are interesting today, and
why? Which are expected to be in the future (3-4 years)? (by the driver, in the car while
driving)
The following seemed to be the most interesting applications for the main stakeholders:• for Vehicle Manufacturers
o Safety
o Information (internal/external)
o Location based services
o Entertainment
• for Nomadic Device Manufacturers/Application Developers
o Market driven. (See below)
• for User/Driver
o Traffic information
o Navigation
o Telephone services
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o Typical nomadic device application and services (e.g. PDA)
It was agreed there was a need to capture the use cases rather than applications – this was not
done in the workshop due to limited time.
2. How does Industry view the apparent trend away from in-built systems (e.g. navigation)
towards portable devices?
There is some shift from inbuilt (previously all systems were built-in) to external (e.g.
nomadic devices) systems for a growing range of applications. External devices can take over
functions such as route guidance, music playing or telephoning, leading to competition with
inbuilt systems. These external platforms were also getting more and more intelligent. The
question arises whether the built-in devices would one day be supplanted by external devices
that could adapt much more quickly to changes in technology life-cycle.
There was a need to ensure that external devices if connected take due care for driver safety.
This would become the responsibility of the vehicle manufacturers in case they offer nomadic
device products. The question was how to get the facilities of the nomadic devices into the car
environment (and within its control).
Vehicle manufacturers can’t – and don’t – try to compete with the entertainment electronics
market with its rapid cycle time. The question is how to accommodate and possibly to
integrate these devices. At the same time, there is a need to keep core services and functions
integrated within the vehicle, and there are problems if too much functionality is removed.
Nomad device demand is driven by its own market forces - more features tend to sell more
devices. This makes it more difficult for automotive manufacturers to compete in this
lifecycle.
The nomadic device may want access to the vehicle bus for input or output, but this must not
impact on safety. In conclusion, a tendency to shift from car to nomad devices was recognised
– but this needs to be managed and integrated somehow.
3. What are the needs for standardisation to ensure a satisfactory integration of nomadic
devices in the vehicle?
There was agreement that regulation could restrict the manufacturers in the development of
(unknown) future applications. The industry should work with regulators so that they are
aware of potential solutions and to stop knee-jerk reactions in legislation. But if the issues
became too difficult to solve, legislation would indeed be brought in to “solve” them for the
industry. Industry wanted the results of regulation, but without the regulation. Self
certification was a preferred option and much quicker, as it was a lengthy process to update
and modify the regulations.
Certification was important for product interoperability, this was an industrial process not a
role for government. (Self-) certification rather than regulation was preferred by the industry
for subjects such as HMI, interfaces, etc.
Vehicle manufacturers were keen to have a standard interface (e.g. docking station) that is
sustainable. They needed to get together with nomadic device manufacturers to have a
“political” discussion to agree these standards (e.g. AMI-C) – this was needed now. This
interface needed to be open to multiple solutions – e.g. physical docking station or Bluetooth
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– and not to restrict the use or availability of the nomadic device because a vehicle only
implements one of these solutions.
As a conclusion, standardisation was indeed needed – to match the car and nomadic device
lifecycle – for a “gateway” (or “gateways”).
4. Who has responsibility if something goes wrong with using the nomadic device in the car?
Product liability was a very important question. If the car manufacturer is held responsible,
then they would probably stop working on integration and leave all responsibility to the
driver.
The issue was very complex – for example, who would be responsible if a specific service
provider should provide data that was illegible on a particular device? Is there a safe level of
HMI, and what is acceptable? Can standards even define this? Are there any existing studies
in this area?
5. Other topics
Probably the most important issue was to know what were the important use cases for these
nomadic devices, and the real user needs? What did the customer really want? Probably to be
able to use a portable device now, and then change up to a new one in one or two years’ time.
It was more difficult to upgrade an inbuilt service (e.g. navigation) but easier to “throw away”
an aftermarket nomadic device f6r a new one!

3.2.3. Group C – Integration issues

3.2.3.i List of Participants
Rapporteur: Johan Engstrom (VTEC), Angelos Amditis (ICCS)

BMW
Bosch
Bosch
DaimlerChrysler
European Commission
European Microsoft Innovation
Center
ICCS
ICT Embedded B.V.
Johnson Controls
IVECO SpA
Jaguar Cars
Mobisoft Oy
Motorola
Navigon
NAVTEQ
Nokia Automotive
OrangeFrance
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Markus
Valerie
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van den Beukel
Genovese
McCollough
Turvanen
Gardner
Hess
Moissidis
Dünnwald
Fond

Angelos J.
Peter
Arie
Fabio
Francis
Peitsa
Mike
Philipp
Yiannis
Johannes
Michel
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Leman
Hart
de Miguel Garcia
Ninagawa
Hoellermann
Engström
Scholliers

Cyril
Andrew
Núria
Yuji
Joerg
Johan
Johannes

3.2.3.ii Issues Discussed
1. How can and should a nomadic device be “integrated” in the vehicle and access in-vehicle
HMI?
The nomad device should not be merely a “slave” to the vehicle (e.g. where content is
downloaded from the nomad device to be used by in-vehicle systems). There should be a real
two-way integration where information is shared. The level of integration should be
determined by the type of device (e.g. what resources it has).
One relevant use case would be the use by nomadic devices of in-vehicle HMI (display,
audio) where remote services were downloaded via a telematics link.
2. Is there a need for a standardised “nomadic device gateway” in the vehicle? What are the
requirements?
The view from the telecom industry was that this business domain had rather special needs –
“one size fits all” definitely does not work. In particular, it would be difficult to motivate
device manufacturers to provide an extra functionality required only for vehicle integration
(especially if that meant increased memory demands). Also, experience shows that it is very
difficult to develop open standard interfaces in this area.
Work on nomadic device integration should start in a limited way, and focus on the following
three key applications which seem to have a clear business case:
- mobile phone
- navigation
- MP3/music player.
For these applications, one should first agree on the basic needs (specific use cases) and on
this basis define design guidelines and technical solutions (e.g. a nomadic device gateway). A
uniform standard would possibly be needed for each application.
Before tackling this area, the telecom industry would want a clear definition of what invehicle HMI functionality was wanted from the nomadic devices. Solutions could then be
worked out together with automotive suppliers of in-vehicle HMI technologies.
The EC reminded that it was necessary to take into account aspects related to public safety –
development could not be solely market-driven. They agreed that “soft” guidelines were
preferable to “hard” legislation, provided they proved effective.
3. How far should the vehicle take over control of the device?
Vehicle manufacturers were unlikely to provide free access for external applications to their
in-vehicle HMI. The “look and feel” of in-vehicle HMI was an important brand differentiator
and should be kept OEM-specific. It was important to distinguish between “look and feel”
25/04/2005
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aspects of the HMI and the underlying functionality, that could be harmonised. Software
security was highly important for manufacturers.
Workload management functionality was an important issue. A key function of the AIDE
solution was to re-schedule information in demanding situations and resolve conflicts
between systems for access to input-output devices. It was agreed that this type of
functionality was desirable, but it would be better to start with more basic use cases. It would
be possible to give nomadic devices access to data from vehicle data bus, to take into account
in management of its own applications. For example, a “context index” could be sent from the
onboard workload manager to the nomad device.
4. Who needs to do what to resolve these issues?
It was agreed that the proposed Nomadic Device Forum should be formally established. The
next step was to focus on concrete issues and work towards agreed solutions. An integration
use case for each of the three applications should be described, and then the solution worked
out based on well-founded requirements.
3.3. Summary and conclusions
In the concluding plenary session the results of the breakout sessions were summarised
briefly, as follows:
1. Safety and HMI issues
• We have not got enough evidence to say if nomadic devices pose extra risks (for
certain functions); but safety should continue to be monitored; there may also be
positive benefits;
• A cross-industry group should work together to assess these risks and work out
solutions throughout the product life-cycle;
• The ESoP should be extended to address the responsibility of each ProductResponsible Organisation; and should also be extended to organisational and projectmanagement aspects;
• There was a need to identify incentives for nomadic device Product-Responsible
Organisations to apply the revised ESoP.
2. Industry perspective
• It was not clear just where between the car and the nomadic device the intelligence
and functions should lie;
• Car manufacturers wanted to keep control of safety issues and of the overall value of
any nomadic device integration;
• Industry preferred standardisation and (self-)certification to government legislation or
regulation;
• Industry should come up with standards for nomadic device-vehicle interfaces;
• Smaller working groups should be set up to work on the definition of these
requirements and standardisation.
3. Integration issues
• A good understanding was needed of market needs for nomadic device integration,
and requirements should then be defined;
• Work should focus on a few concrete examples and then discuss the integration in
detail:o Mobile phone
25/04/2005
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o Navigation
o Music players (MP3)
Who was responsible for what?
o The OEM was responsible for the “look and feel” of any integration in the
vehicle;
o So the functions and interfaces should be standardised but not the HMI itself;
o It was a common responsibility of all stakeholders to deal with their
contribution to any risk of driver distraction.

The workshop closed after the Chairman thanked all for their contributions, especially the
speakers, and for the high level of interest by the participants.

4. Conclusions
The overall conclusion of the workshop was that there was indeed a range of valid issues
relating to nomadic devices that should be resolved by a group bringing together the key
stakeholders, e.g. car makers, telecom operators, equipment suppliers, research institutes and
service providers. Such a Nomadic Device Forum could achieve real progress by working on
a number of well-defined tasks. The Workshop organisers undertook the responsibility to take
this further, together with a small group of advisers from those present, and to organise a
further meeting in the early Spring. Terms of Reference of the Forum would be drafted and
circulated for comment.
From the AIDE project point of view it was recognised that the Nomadic Device Forum
would play a key supporting role for the AIDE developments in specific related fields.
Already the conclusions of this first workshop have provided valuable information that will
help the AIDE team to define use cases and requirements/constraints related to nomadic
device integration into the overall AIDE HMI solution. As yet there was no single consensus
on the nature of a future nomadic device gateway into the vehicle, nor on how far nomadic
devices could or would be accepted into vehicle HMI. However, there was a substantial
willingness to find a common technical solution, provided that this made commercial sense
for all parties concerned – and this had not yet been proven.
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ANNEX 1: Workshop Agenda
First European Nomadic Devices Workshop
Brussels, 20 January 2005 (9:00 – 16:30)
Location: Volvo AB, Hunderenveldlaan 10, B-1082 Brussels
Final Agenda (v2.0)
Chair: Daniel Augello, Renault
9:00
9:30
9:40
9:50
10:00

10:30
10:50
11:20
11:40
12:00
12:20
12:40
14:00

15:45
16:15
16:30

Coffee and registration
Welcome and introduction to Workshop
Overview of AIDE Integrated Project (Johan Engström, Volvo Technology)
AIDE Subproject 3 – Designing and developing an Integrated Adaptive HMI
(Angelos Amditis, ICCS)
Keynote address: “Human Factors review of cell phone distraction in the
automobile and potential solutions” (Mike Gardner, Director of Intelligent
Systems Research Lab, Motorola USA)
HMI and safety issues: eSafety Forum HMI working group (Alan Stevens, TRL)
Break
Nomadic devices: benefits and market outlook (Johannes Dünnwald, Nokia
Automotive)
Nomadic devices: in-car integration issues (Daniel Augello, Renault)
Nomadic device use cases and draft user/stakeholder requirements (Paul
Kompfner, ERTICO)
Nomadic device integration and management: towards a solution (Patrick
Robertson, Motorola)
Lunch
Break out groups
- Safety issues: what risk, how to assess, how to address?
- Industry requirements: developers, suppliers, vehicle makers
- Towards integration: options for a universal nomadic device gateway
Conclusions and summing up
Next steps
Meeting close
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ANNEX 2: Attendance List
Company
ACEA
BASt
Blaupunkt GmbH
Blaupunkt GmbH
BMW
BMW
Bosch
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Bosch
DaimlerChrysler
DaimlerChrysler
DaimlerChrysler
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ERTICO
ERTICO
European Commission
European Microsoft Innovation Center
Ford Research Lab Aachen
ICCS
ICCS
ICT Embedded B.V.
INRETS
Johnson Controls
IVECO SpA
Jaguar Cars
Johnson Controls
Lexagon Group
Mobisoft Oy
Motorola
Motorola
Navigon
NAVTEQ
NAVTEQ
Nokia Automotive
Opel
OrangeFrance
Pioneer – PMDD
PSA
PSA
Renault
SBD
SEAT S.A.
SEAT S.A.
Swedish Road Administration
Toyota Europe
Toyota Europe
Transport Research Laboratory
Vodafone Pilotentwicklung
Volkswagen Corporate Research
Volkswagen Liaison Office to the EU
Volvo Technology
Volvo Technology
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland
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Annex 3: Proposal for a Nomadic Device Forum
1.Background
As part of the eSafety initiative, an HMI Working group was established, under joint
chairmanship of A Pauzié of INRETS, A Stevens of TRL and C Gelau of BASt. A workshop
held on 8 June 2004 gave much attention to the issues concerning nomadic systems. It was
concluded that unless well designed, controlled and installed, nomadic devices could pose a
threat to driver safety. There were calls for more research to understand their risks, the need to
extend existing guidelines (e.g. European Statement of Principles on HMI) to include
nomadic devices, and for a wide-ranging safety charter to include the full range of
stakeholders.
Separately, many ERTICO partners who are concerned about safety issues for use and
integration of nomadic devices have decided to establish a working group to develop
requirements and a specification for a harmonised mobile phone connection (docking station)
to in-vehicle systems.
2. Objectives
Within the AIDE project, ERTICO is responsible for organising a Nomadic Device Forum as
a focus group for all issues relating to nomadic devices in the project, leading to the validation
of user and stakeholder requirements at the start of the project, and subsequently of the AIDE
solution that emerges. The organising committee of this Forum includes also ICCS, Volvo
Technology and Motorola.
A broader aim is that this project Forum establishes itself as the principal European body in
this area, continuing its work after the end of the AIDE project and supporting the take-up of
the AIDE results and application of future guidelines for nomadic systems.
3.Membership
Many stakeholders are involved or interested in nomadic devices. They include the following:
• Vehicle manufacturers
• Automotive suppliers
• Digital map suppliers
• Device manufacturers: mobile phones, PDAs, navigation systems, entertainment
devices, connectivity systems…
• Device application suppliers: navigation, location-based services,
organiser/productivity software, connectivity…
• Device operating system software suppliers
• Mobile network operators
• Service providers: telematics, off-board navigation, mobility, LBS…
• Public authorities, administrations, international bodies, agencies, police…
• Users’ representatives, motoring associations,
• Industry associations
• “Safety Community”: R&D, universities, institutes, councils…
• Insurance industry, vehicle inspection/certification bodies
• as well as the entire AIDE project consortium.
The aim is to bring together the most active and influential participants from these
communities, who are willing to put some time into helping create and validate a cross25/04/2005
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industry consensus for a single solution that should be accepted and implemented across
different product sectors and across Europe.
4.Modus operandi
The Forum will be established following the first Nomadic Device Workshop. It will be
centred on the individuals involved in organising and attending the workshop, and will
eventually choose persons to lead and animate the Forum. Terms of Reference will be
adopted and a suitable organisation of working groups on specific topics will be established.
The launch of the Forum will be accompanied by a publicity campaign aiming for good
coverage of the relevant media. Following the first workshop, the Forum membership should
be kept involved through e-mail news bulletins and circulation of relevant papers from the
AIDE project and elsewhere. A part of a public web-site should be dedicated to the Forum;
this could be part of the ERTICO main site or part of the AIDE project site.
A second workshop should be held in spring 2005, possibly in conjunction with the AIDE
User Forum meeting at BASt in mid-March. Further meetings should be organised according
to the requirements for specific working groups to be set up.
5.Terms of Reference
A first draft of terms of reference was outlined during the Workshop. These will be circulated
amongst the Forum participants for approval.
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ANNEX 4 Workshop presentation: Overview of AIDE Integrated
Project
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AIDE

AIDE (Adaptive Integrated Driver Vehicle
Interface): Technical Overview

First European Workshop on Nomadic Devices,
Brussels, 2005-01-20
Johan Engström, Volvo Technology

First European Workshop on Nomadic
Devices, Brussels 2005-01-20

Page 1

AIDE
Project summary
• Integrated project on automotive human-machine interaction (HMI)

• 4 years duration
• Started: March 04
• Budget: 12.5 ME (Total), 7.3 ME (EU funding)
• 28 partners (~50/50 industry-academia division)
• Part of the EUCAR Integrated Safety Program – close links to other related FP6
initiatives
• AIDE core group: VTEC (coordinator), BMW, Bosch, CRF, ICCS, JRC, PSA and TNO

First European Workshop on Nomadic
Devices, Brussels 2005-01-20

Page 2

AIDE

The problem

First European Workshop on Nomadic
Devices, Brussels 2005-01-20
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AIDE

Today: Rapid functional growth – both
ADAS and IVIS (including nomad devices
and telematics services)

•
•
•

Prevent interference between systems (e.g.
information presented simultaneously)
Exploit synergies (reduce HW costs, enhance
performance)
Optimise interaction to the current driving
situation

First European Workshop on Nomadic
Devices, Brussels 2005-01-20

Number of functions

We need HMI integration and adaptation in
order to:

Page 4

AIDE

The vision: The Adaptive Integrated Drivervehicle Interface
Advanced driver
assistance systems
(ADAS)

Driver-/vehicle-/
environment
monitoring

Adaptive Integrated
Driver-vehicle Interface
visual

First European Workshop on Nomadic
Devices, Brussels 2005-01-20

In-vehicle
information
systems (IVIS)

haptic

Page 5

auditory

Nomad
devices

AIDE
Related research and developent
• Past
• GIDS
• CEMVOCAS
• COMUNICAR

• Ongoing
• SAVE-IT (US)
• Motorola’s Driver Advocate
• TNO’s CoDrive

• Already on market
• Volvo Intelligent Driver Information System (IDIS)
• Saab’s Dialogue Manager

First European Workshop on Nomadic
Devices, Brussels 2005-01-20
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AIDE

Key challenges for bringing adaptive
integrated interfaces to the market
• Establish industrial consensus around the general
idea
• Develop an enabling HMI architecture – interact with
existing initiatives (e.g. EASIS, Autosar, AMI-C)
• Standardisation…
• Focused research and development on
• Modelling and simulation of driver behaviour when interacting
with adaptive systems
• Evaluation methods for adaptive integrated interfaces
• Innovative adaptive integrated HMI technologies
First European Workshop on Nomadic
Devices, Brussels 2005-01-20
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AIDE
AIDE Organization
SP 4
Horizontal activities
Leader: VTEC (IP Coordinator)

SP 3

SP 1

SP 2

Behavioural Effects
and DVE Modelling

Evaluation and
Assessment
Methods

Leader: JRC
Vice-leader: PSA

Leader: TNO
Vice-leader: BMW

Design and
Development of
an Adaptive
integrated
driver-vehicle
interface

Leader: ICCS
Vice-leader: CRF
First European Workshop on Nomadic
Devices, Brussels 2005-01-20
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AIDE
Working Approach

Result:
Validated
Evaluation
Methodology

Result:
DVE Model and
Simulation

SP2:
Evaluation and assessment
methodology development

Result:
Validated
Adaptive
Integrated
Driver-Vehicle
Interface

Result:
SP1:
Empirical Studies and DVE
modelling & simulations

Design
Guidelines and
Standards

SP3:
Technological Development
First European Workshop on Nomadic
Devices, Brussels 2005-01-20
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SP2:
Prototype Evaluation

AIDE
Main technical output: Three validated demonstrators

City car (Seat)
Candidate: Seat
Altea
First European Workshop on Nomadic
Devices, Brussels 2005-01-20

Luxury car (CRF)
Candidate
vehicles: Fiat Stilo
2.4, Alfa 156
Page 10

Heavy truck (VTEC)
Volvo FH12

AIDE
IP Contact
Jan Arfwidsson (VTEC)
jan.arfwidsson@volvo.com
Johan Engstrom (VTEC)
johan.a.engstrom@volvo.com

SP1

SP2

SP3

Carlo Cacciabue (JRC)

Wiel Janssen (TNO)

Angelos Amditis (ICCS)

pietro.cacciabue@jrc.it

janssen@tm.tno.nl

aamditis@mail.ntua.gr

Florence Nathan (PSA)

Klaus Bengler (BMW)

Luisa Andreone (CRF)

florence.nathan@mpsa.com

klaus-josef.bengler@bmw.de

Luisa.andreone@crf.it

First European Workshop on Nomadic
Devices, Brussels 2005-01-20
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ANNEX 5 Workshop presentation: AIDE Sub-project 3 Designing
and developing an Adaptive Integrated HMI
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AIDE SP3

SP3 Overview
“Design and development of AIDE"

Angelos Amditis
a.amditis@iccs.gr

AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE SP3
Project structure
Sub-project 4
Horizontal activities
Leader: VTEC (IP Coordinator)

Sub-project 1

Sub-project 2

Sub-project 3

Behavioural Effects
and Driver-VehicleEnvironment
Modelling

Evaluation and
Assessment
Methods

Design and
Development of an
Adaptive Integrated
Driver-vehicle
Interface

Leader: JRC
Vice-leader: PSA

AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005

Leader: TNO
Vice-leader: BMW
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Leader: ICCS
Vice-leader: CRF

AIDE SP3
SP3 Consortium
OEMS

SUPPLIERS

RESEARCH

OTHER

CRF

BOSCH

ICCS

ERTICO

VTEC

SIEMENS VDO

USTUTT

KITE

BMW

JCI

VTT

OPEL

MOTOROLA

DIBE

SEAT

INRETS

PSA

CERTH/HIT

REGIENOV

TNO

FORD
AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE SP3
Problem statement
45000 deaths every year
White paper: 50% decrease in 2010
Human responsible for 90% of accidents
•
•
•
•
•

External conditions (e.g. lack of obstacle perception)
Errors caused by distraction (e.g., phone, conversation)
Overload
Under load, caused by extended absence of sufficient stimuli (e.g. highway hypnosis)
Physical and psychological condition of the driver (e.g. driver’s impairment and driver’s activities
related to secondary tasks, etc.)

• Insufficient interaction time
• Unfamiliarity with location and/or local driving behaviour
• Lack of adequate skills or training

Increasing number of in-vehicle technologies (IVIS,
ADAS, nomad)

AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE SP3
Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

keep the driver attentive and within the control loop
minimise interference with the primary driving task
maximise the safety benefit of new driver assistance functions
Real time performance
Adaptation to environment situation, drivers’ ability and availability
Strongly personalized HMI
Usage of devices that will be configurable so to enable the highest
“usability level” with the “highest flexibility of use
Extension of drivers’ perception through a natural and intuitive HMI
Improve drivers’ behavior
Safe use of portable devices easily “connected to the vehicle environment”
Evolution of COMUNICAR IM to ICA

AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE SP3
Overview
Objective: Design, develop and demonstrate an adaptive integrated driver-vehicle
interface
Key activities
• Technological benchmarking and definition of scenarios and use cases
• Requirements and specifications
• System architecture development
• Design of the adaptive integrated interface
• Multimodal HMI and integration of nomad systems
• Intelligence for Interaction and Information Management (Interaction and
Communication Assistant)
• Development of driver-vehicle-environment state (DVE) monitoring modules
(to enable adaptivity and personalization)
• Prototype vehicles development (city car, luxury car and heavy truck)
AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE SP3
Physical components/modules
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced Driver Assistance (ADA) functions
Integrative and adaptive “meta functions
In-vehicle Information (IVI) functions
Integrated HMI input devices
Integrated HMI output devices
Interaction and Communication Assistant
DVE real-time monitoring modules
Nomad and aftermarket devices
Sensor array
Computation units
The vehicle data bus

AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE SP3
Interaction and communication assistant
The general objective of the ICA is to manage all interactions between the driver
and the various in-vehicle systems in order to:
• avoid the negative impact of the information sources on the driving task (e.g.
distraction and information overload)
• avoid interference between different pieces of information
The management functions include:
• To define what type of information should be delivered, when and how
• To adapt to the driver and to the environment
• To personalize the adaptive HMI to the individual driver

AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE SP3
Architecture
• Reduced number of HMI
components (simplification of use,
reduction of the time to learn, cost
reduction, design simplification)
• Possibilities for more efficient
driver-vehicle interaction, e.g. by
means of integrated HMI solutions
exploiting multiple sensory
interaction modalities.
• Possibilities to develop and use
an intelligent communication agent
for managing the information
exchange.
• Possibilities for adaptation of the
driver-vehicle interface to the
individual driver preferences and
needs and/or to the driving tasks,
the environment and the traffic
situation, etc.

AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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User centered design (UCD) approach
HMI virtual prototyping and tests

On vehicle HMI design, implementation
and on road tests (real scenario, test track)

HMI mockups tests on dynamic and static driving simulators
AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE SP3
Status Today
•User Needs and SoA – Finished
•Scenarios of Use (Including NOMAD)- Defined
•AIDE Functions (High level)- Defined
•Requirements (Including NOMAD)–Final stage
•Architecture (Including NOMAD) -In progress
•DVE Modules design - In progress
•HMI Design- Just started

AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE SP3
AIDE and Nomadic devices (1/2)
NOMAD devices are considered of high importance. AIDE
will focus, regarding the nomad devices on the:
•

HMI issues

•

Safety issues (regarding the use of such systems within
the car, Driver Distraction, safe integration etc.)

•

Integration to the overall HMI (Gateway proposal)

•

Guidelines for the use of such systems within the car

•

Functional and technical requirements from the car
industry/suppliers to the NOMAD developers and the
opposite

•

Standardization issues

AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE and Nomadic devices (2/2)
AIDE Nomad Forum
•An AIDE Initiative which is now a common AIDE-ERTICO Initiative
•Goal: Bring together all stakeholders and discuss all relevant issues to the use and integration of
Nomadic devices within the vehicle environment. Cooperate with all other relevant initiatives
•Who: OEMs, Nomad devices Manufacturers, Automotive Suppliers, Application Providers, Research
Organisations, Authorities, Network Operators, Users etc…
•How: Through regular meetings, Web based Discussion Forums, etc…
•How to be involved: Please contact:
Mr. Paul Kompfner ERTICO (+32 2 400 0732 , p.kompfner@mail.ertico.com) and
Dr. Angelos Amditis ICCS (+30 210 7722398, a.amditis@iccs.gr)

Kick Off today but hopefully an Initiative to outlive AIDE
• Purpose of the today’s workshop: To initiate the Forum, to present the initiative and the problem, to
identify key issues, to discuss requirements and to present ideas about possible solutions
AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE SP3
AIDE USER Forum Workshop

15-16/3/2005
BASt premices, Cologne, GERMANY

•This first AIDE UF Workshop will discuss a number of issues regarding HMI
architecture, Design scenarios and Use Cases for an adaptive HMI, Standards
and Guidelines, Driver-vehicle-environment modeling for HMI design, behavioural
adaptation to ADAS and IVIS and HMI evaluation issues …
•…And an opportunity to continue today’s discussions

Registration is Open! You are more than welcome to participate!
AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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AIDE SP3

Contact
Angelos Amditis (ICCS)
a.amditis@iccs.gr
Luisa Andreone (CRF)
Luisa.andreone@crf.it
Or visit www.aide-eu.org

Thank you for the attention!

AIDE Nomad Forum Workshop
Brussels, 20/01/2005
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ANNEX 6 Workshop presentation: Human Factors review of cell
phone distraction in the automobile and potential solutions
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First European Nomadic Devices Workshop
“Human Factors review of cell phone distraction
in the automobile and potential solutions”

Robert “Mike” Gardner
Director Intelligent Systems Research Laboratory
Fellow of Technical Staff
Motorola Corporate

Jan 20, 2005

An Embedded Video:
Humorous video of a
carried-in distraction.

Our
Our goal
goal this
this morning
morning is
is perspective
perspective

• Review the HF
literature on studies done
on cell phone distraction
and the metrics used.
• Review proposed
solutions offered in
patents, products, and
some logical reflection.

Competition
Competition for
for Drivers
Drivers Attention
Attention

Distraction:
Distraction: Broad
Broad &
& Complex
Complex Issues
Issues
Examples of Distraction Types:
• Visual
—
—

Eyes on the road?
Example: Looking at a dashboard display while driving.

• Psychomotor
—
—

Hands on the wheel?
Examples: Tuning radio, adjusting the heating and air
conditioning system, drinking coffee.

• Auditory
—
—

Unable to perceive traffic and vehicle sounds; diversion
Examples: Children screaming in back seat, radio too loud

• Cognitive
—
—
—

Mind on the drive?
Example: Preoccupied with thoughts or a conversation
“Driver Overload”, “Cognitive Capture”, “Inattention
Blindness”

A
A Cognitive
Cognitive Example:
Example:

An Embedded Video:
Audience participation exercise
demonstrating visual blocking

The
The Crash
Crash Literature
Literature key
key points:
points:
• There are crashes in which telematics are a
contributing factor.
• In crashes where telematics use is a contributing
factor, drivers become so engrossed in the in-vehicle
task that they lose sight of the driving task.
—
—
—

Drivers need to look at the device a great deal of the time
to use it
The act of thinking about the task changes driving scanning
patterns
Completing the task is compelling resulting in momentary
overload

Green (2004)

Driver
Driver Distraction
Distraction Sources
Sources and
and Impact
Impact
Source of Distraction

%
Occurrence

%
Occurrence

Outside person, object, or
event

30%

16%

Looking at crash, vehicle, roadside
incident, or traffic

Adjusting radio/cassette/CD

11%

12%

Driver fatigue

10%

Looking at scenery or landmarks

Source of Distraction

Other occupant

11%

9%

Passenger or child distraction

Moving object in vehicle

4%

7%

Other device/object

3%

Adjusting radio or changing CD or
tape

Adjusting vehicle/climate
controls

3%

5%

Cell phone

5%

Eyes not on road

Eating and/or drinking

2%

4%

Not paying attention, day dreaming

Using/dialing cell phone

2%

4%

Eating or drinking

Smoking related

1%

4%

Adjusting vehicle controls

Other distractions

27%

2%

Weather conditions

Unknown distraction

9%

2%

Unknown

2%

Insect, animal, or object entering or
striking vehicle

Stutts et al. (2003)

Glaze and Ellis (2003)

Prevalence
Prevalence of
of Research
Research on
on Each
Each Source
Source of
of Driver
Driver Distraction
Distraction

100
90
82.7

80

% Research Studies Addressing
Distraction Source

70

% Crashes by Distraction Source

60
50
40

36.6
28.7

30

19.2

20
10.0

10

17.3
9.2

5.8
1.9

1.9

1.9

3.4

0
Other

Outside
Object

Schreiner & Gardner (2004)

Other
Occupant

Radio

Vehicle
Controls

3.3

3.2
0.0

3.9 2.9

2.5

0.0 0.5

Cell Moving Object Eating/ Other Device/ Smoking
Phone
in Vehicle Drinking
Object

Limitations
Limitations of
of Studies
Studies of
of Cell
Cell Phone
Phone use
use in
in Vehicles
Vehicles

“ Laboratory studies
purporting to reach conclusions
about real-world driving rarely
report validating their
methods or findings with onroad testing, leaving
generalizations to realworld driving speculative at
best.
The few-world studies to
date make only statistical
inferences from small
samples in limited geographic
regions.”
Young, R. (2001).
Association Between Embedded Cellular Phone Calls and
Vehicle Crashes Involving Airbag Deployment.

Motorola Driving Simulator(2004)
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Distraction Measures
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in Research
Research Literature
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Does the metric measure the
distraction’s effect on crashes?
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Distraction Measure

Schreiner & Gardner (2004)

Hand
Hand Held
Held Phone
Phone –– potential
potential distraction
distraction issues
issues
Potential Distraction Issue

What the Research Says

Comments

Placement in vehicle

Studies use a fixed beginning
location for the phone

No study on the effects of reaching
or finding the phone

Small button size not
designed for car environment

Studies tend to use only one
type of phone

No study that varies cell phone
button sizes

Small display

Studies tend to use only one
type of phone

No study that varies cell phone
display sizes

Holding a phone while driving

Early studies looked solely at
hand held and attributed driving
impact to the act of holding.
Recent studies attribute
conversation instead.

Suggesting driving performance
for hand-held and hands-free
are equivalent.

Eyes off road while
manipulating cell phone
controls

A number of studies show this
behavior can be distracting

Effects of conversation

Many suggest it's the
conversation, and not dialing,
that is the concern

The bulk of recent research.
Conversation duration increases
risk exposure.

Attempting to converse with
interfering noise (radio, etc)

Studies have fixed background
noise.

No study on the effects of having
to turn radio down, windows up, etc.

Schreiner & Gardner (2004)

Head-set,
Head-set, Hands-free
Hands-free Phone
Phone -- potential
potential distraction
distraction issues
issues
Potential Distraction
Issue

What the Research Says

Comments

Placement of headset

Studies use a fixed
beginning location for the
phone

No study on the effects of
reaching or finding the phone

Small button size not
designed for car
environment

Studies tend to use only one
type of phone

No study that varies cell phone
button sizes

Small display

Studies tend to use only one
type of phone

No study that varies cell phone
display sizes

Effects of conversation

a subset of studies have
looked at headset handsfree compared to handheld
and generally show no
differences in performance
between the two

Suggesting driving
performance for hand-held
and hands-free are
equivalent.

Schreiner & Gardner (2004)

Voice-activated,
Voice-activated, Vehicle
Vehicle speaker
speaker hands
hands free
free --

potential
potential distraction
distraction issues
issues

Potential Distraction Issue

What the Research Says

Comments

Cognitive demand of voice
activated dialing

A handful of studies have
shown these effects to be
minimal or even non-existent.

Speech recognition
accuracy and error recovery

No published studies have
looked at this aspect

Dialogue design

No studies have looked at
different types of dialog design
and their effect on performance.

Response modalities (all
auditory, visual, or
combination of both.)

Most have looked only at
auditory feedback for hands-free
dialing

No study has systematically studied
auditory vs. visual displays for
hands-free dialing

Effects of conversation using
microphone & vehicle
speakers

A subset of studies have used
vehicle (or some type of
external) speakers as the means
for examining conversation.

Generally, they show no
advantage over a handheld phone.

Schreiner & Gardner (2004)

Our
Our goal
goal this
this morning
morning is
is perspective
perspective

• We have reviewed the
HF literature on studies
done on cell phone
distraction and the HF
metrics used.
• Now we will review
proposed solutions offered
in patents, products, and
some logical reflection.

Creative
Creative solutions
solutions are
are being
being proposed
proposed
Number Of Patents Per Year
45
40
Number of Patents

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
2001

2002

2003
Year

Massey & Gardner (2004)

2004

Systems
Systems Envisioned
Envisioned
Where is User Interface Intelligence?
40

Number of Patents

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Embedded In Vehicle
Massey & Gardner (2004)

Shared

Carried-In Device

Typical
Typical Approach
Approach –– Embedded
Embedded in
in aa Vehicle
Vehicle

Workload
Workload Manager
Manager
• An intelligent system that
alters the availability of
telematics, infotainment, and
vehicle warning systems
based on an estimation of
driver distraction or overload.
• It typically is a reasoning
system composed of:
—
—
—
—

Context Recognizer
Workload Estimator
Policy Manager
Dialog Controller

Daimler Chrysler / Motorola “One-at-a-Time” Workload Manager (2004)

What
What about
about aa symbiotic
symbiotic or
or cell
cell phone
phone based
based solution?
solution?

•People want the functionality of their
carried devices regardless of the context.
—
—
—
—
—

Cell phones
PDAs
Personal Music Players
Navigation Device
Devices formally known as …

• Personal telematics on the rise
• Better product lifecycle match
• Seamless Mobility Technology
—
—
—

Motorola ViaMoto Vehicle Navigation (2004)

Context aware
Policy driven
Multi modal

Seamless
Seamless Mobility
Mobility -- The
The future
future of
of Communications
Communications
• User centric content - device and context sensitive driven
by affordable, available broadband
• Applications explode – digitization of everything at the
edge of the network
• Privacy, safety and security – critical for content that is
purchased and created
• Full mobility – across heterogeneous networks
• Always on, always here – sessions that cross networks
and devices, seamlessly

Example:
Example: Video
Video Conferencing
Conferencing Everywhere?
Everywhere?

Car Interface

Consumer Electronics Show – Panasonic (2005)

Seamless
Seamless Mobility:
Mobility: the
the Car
Car is
is Connected
Connected

Wireless
Services
Manager

Communication
Gateway

Cable/DSL
/Fiber

Application &
Content Servers

Communication
Gateway

Core IP Network

Softswitch
Cellular 3G

Communication
Gateway

Cellular 2.5G

Service Delivery
Platform

Mobile Broadband
Wireless Access

Motorola Presence

Seamless
Seamless Mobility:
Mobility: The
The Car
Car is
is But
But Another
Another Device
Device
Applications

Core Networks

Transport

Access

Wavelength
Division
Multiplexing
Hybrid
Fiber Coax

ADSL
Applications,
Services
& Content

Circuit Switch

Control

Gigabit
Access
Ethernet
Switch Router(s)

VDSL

PON
Public
Licensed
Wireless

Security
Manager

Service
Delivery
Platform

Core
Router

Softswitch

Private
Licensed
Wireless

Firewall
Unlicensed
Wireless
Motorola Leadership

Devices

Seamless
Seamless Mobility
Mobility Technology
Technology -- Addresses
Addresses Distraction
Distraction Issues
Issues

Adaptive Cruise
Control
Seamless Telephony

Lane Departure
Warning

In-home
Information

Side Crash
Detection
Parking
Support

Interactive Navigation

Network
Based Media

Home
Gateway

Reduced Workload

Seamless Multi-Media

Lane
Change
Support

Mobile
Devices

Remote Diagnostics

Cellular and Hot-spot
Advanced Safety & Security

Lane
Change
Support

Blind Spot
Detection

Is
Is aa Safe
Safe Mobile
Mobile Phone
Phone Call
Call Possible?
Possible?
Study:
• 1.2M vehicles
—

Wide range of cost and types

• 8 Million Calls and 1,910 Airbag Crashes
—
—
—
—

70% calls made while moving
Only 2 crashes in 8M calls while cell phone call in progress
Neither was causal
No statistical error or confidence limits

• What was the technology?
—

OnStar Telematics Service System

• Creativity by Emulation?

Young, R. (2001)

OnStar
OnStar vs.
vs. Cell
Cell Phone
Phone Comparison
Comparison (1/1):
(1/1):
OnStar Design

OnStar Experience Eye Hand Mind Phone Experience

OnStar

Phone Design

Movable object
Cell Phone

Buttons centrally located Peripheral reach

Visual reach/grope

Buttons fixed location

Learned reach

Must orient grip

Three large buttons

Tactile guided key press

Visual guided key press

Many small keys

Single push functionality

Minimum effort/thought

Several key presses

Many functions

U-phone fixed location

Hands free

Bring/hold at mouth

Speak toward view
Embedded
U-phone acoustic match Clearer communication
System
Consistent audio controls Peripheral reach

Close proximity mic
Mobile
Clear communication
Close proximity mic
Immediate reach System
Phone volume control

Speak into microphone

Car audio speakers

Hands free

Hold to ear

Close proximity speaker

Acoustic match

Clearer hearing

Clear hearing

Close proximity speaker

3 watt system

Clearer calls

Average calls

Average power

roof antenna

Fewer dropped calls

Dropped calls

Device antenna

2nd party driving aware

Driver sensitive dialog

Typical dialog

Average 2nd party

2nd party context aware

Context sensitive dialog

Pushy dialog

No driving context

Recognizable TTS

Poor TTS

Automated system

Human operator

Operator
robust speech recognizer
Powerful natural dialog
Interface

Automated
Poor speech recognizer Automated system
No natural dialog Interface
Automated system

OnStar
OnStar vs.
vs. Cell
Cell Phone
Phone Comparison
Comparison (2/2):
(2/2):
OnStar Design

OnStar Experience Eye Hand Mind Phone Experience

Phone Design

Buttons centrally located Peripheral reach

Visual reach/grope

Buttons fixed location

Learned reach

Must orient grip

Three large buttons

Tactile guided key press

Visual guided key press

Many small keys

Single push functionality

Minimum effort/thought

Several key presses

Many functions

U-phone fixed location

Hands free

Bring/hold at mouth

Speak toward view

Speak into microphone

Close proximity mic

Clearer communication

Clear communication

Close proximity mic

Consistent audio controls Peripheral reach

Immediate reach

Phone volume control

Car audio speakers

Hands free

Hold to ear

Close proximity speaker

Acoustic match

Clearer hearing

Clear hearing

Close proximity speaker

3 watt system

Clearer calls

Average calls

Average power

roof antenna

Fewer dropped calls

Dropped calls

Device antenna

2nd party driving aware

Driver sensitive dialog

Typical dialog

Average 2nd party

2nd party context aware

Context sensitive dialog

Pushy dialog

No driving context

Human operator

robust speech recognizer

Poor speech recognizer

Automated system

Powerful natural dialog

No natural dialog

Automated system

Recognizable TTS

Poor TTS

Automated system

U-phone acoustic match

Movable object

Our
Our goal
goal this
this morning
morning is
is perspective
perspective

• We have reviewed the
HF literature on studies
done on cell phone
distraction and the HF
metrics used.
• We have reviewed
proposed solutions offered
in patents, products, and
some logical reflection.

First European Nomadic Devices Workshop
“Human Factors review of cell phone distraction
in the automobile and potential solutions”

Thank You
Robert “Mike” Gardner
Director Intelligent Systems Research Laboratory
Fellow of Technical Staff
Motorola Corporate

Jan 20, 2005
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Measures
Measures of
of Driver
Driver Distraction
Distraction
•

Eye glances
—
—

•

Braking behavior
—
—

•

—

—

—

Measures of vehicle speed and speed maintenance
Examples: Mean speed, speed variance, number of speed violations

Lane position
—
—

•

Normally used in a car following task, describes driver’s car following behavior
Examples: Mean headway, headway variance

Speed
—

•

How the driver used the vehicle brake either while driving normally or during a critical event
Examples: Accelerator release time, accelerator pressure

Headway
—

•

How the driver used the vehicle brake either while driving normally or during a critical event
Examples: Brake response time, maximum brake pressure, time to stop, stopping distance

Accelerator behavior
—

•

Where the driver was looking while performing the task
Examples: Number of glances toward device or toward the roadway, length of glance

Measures of how well driver stays in lane
Examples: Lane position variance, lane exceedences

Steering behavior
—
—

Another set of measures describing how well driver stays in lane, also used occasionally in critical
incident scenarios (swerving to avoid object)
Examples: Steering entropy, steering variance

Measures
Measures of
of Distraction
Distraction (2
(2 of
of 2)
2)
•

Time to collision
—

•

Collisions
—

•

—

—

How well the driver carried out the in-vehicle task of interest
Examples: Task time, number of errors

Object/event detection
—
—

•

The driver’s own rating of the difficulty of the task, their performance on the task, or their driving
performance

Secondary task performance
—

•

Measures of the biological functioning of the driver
Examples: Heart rate, EEG, skin conductivity

Subjective workload
—

•

The amount of space (normally in measure of seconds) at which a driver will choose to turn left when there
is opposing traffic

Physiological
—

•

Number of instances driver strikes another vehicle or object, used in simulator experiments or in crash
database studies

Gap acceptance
—

•

Time before the driver, traveling at the current speed, would strike a particular object, normally a lead
vehicle

An additional task in some experiments in which driver has to make a response when a specific event occurs
or when they see a specific object
Examples: Response time, number of missed events

Primary task performance (non-driving)
—

For experiments in which the main task is not driving (e.g. a pursuit tracking task), these measures describe
their performance on the main task

2004
2004 NHTSA
NHTSA study
study –
– Main
Main Points
Points
•

Three interface types:
—
—
—

•

Tasks
—
—
—

•

Hand-held phone with manual dialing,
Headset with voice digit dialing,
Hands-free speaker kit with voice digit dialing and fixed phone location
Dialing number
Answering phone call
Conversing on phone

Results
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

Manual dialing resulted in fewer errors and significantly less task time than
voice-activated dialing.
No effect of interface type on conversations
Participants answered the phone more quickly when using the hands-free
speaker kit than the other two interfaces.
Participants subjectively rated the hands-free interfaces as easier to use
despite the differences in task time and error rates.
The authors suggest that due to the longer response times and error rates,
that voice-activated dialing might not provide a significant advantage over
manual dialing.
The study did not examine the performance of calling a stored nametag
using voice.
The study did not use any measures of driving performance
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eSafety Initiative and HMI
Alan Stevens
(Co-Chair HMI Working Group)
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The eSafety Initiative
•

A joint industry - public sector initiative Launched at the
eSafety High-Level Meeting on 25 April 2002 and Under the
leadership of the European Commission (DG INFSO)

•

Goal: To accelerate the development, deployment and use of
new technologies for increasing road safety in Europe

•

Plenary Sessions: All stakeholders, chaired by the Commission
(currently 150 members)

•

Working Groups: Specific focus, chaired by industry (currently
9 Working Groups)

The eSafety Forum
eSafety Forum Working Groups
Commission Communication:
eSafety progress
Plenary
Meeting

Council
Meeting

Authority
HL Meeting

Manufacturer
HL Meeting

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 2

eSafety Working Groups
Steering Group
Accident Causation Analysis Research and Development
Emergency Call (eCall)
Road Maps
Human-Machine Interaction International Co-operation
Real-Time Traffic and Travel Information
Heavy Duty Vehicles
User Awareness

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 3

WG(HMI) Membership
Expert Group
• Daniel Augello, Renault (F)
• Anders Hallen, Volvo (Sw)
• Lutz Eckstein, D-C, BMW (Ge)
• Winfried Koenig, Bosch (Ge)

Ring Group
• Wider group informed
with all papers and
invited to comment but
not attending
meetings.

• Annie Pauzie,* Inrets (F)
• Christhard Gelau,* Bast (Ge)
• Alan Stevens,* TRL (UK)
* Co-Chairs

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 4

Scope
• “M1” vehicles (passenger cars);
Ring Group advising on other
vehicle classes
• Focus on information systems
but assistance systems not
excluded
• Balanced risk/benefit approach;
i.e.:

Front Obstacles
RadarSensor
NearObstacles
DetectionSystem

• Absolute proof of pre-deployment safety
not practical
• Overall improvement in safety expected,
but nature will vary
• Anticipate driver misuse of portable and
installed systems

BackObstacles
Sensor

LaneRecognition
CCDCamera
Blind-Spot
CCDCamera

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 5

Human-Machine Interaction
• Identifying the HMI related
problems in introducing invehicle eSafety systems
• A specific issue: Nomadic
Devices
• Amendment and development
of the existing European
Statement of Principles (ESoP)
• Other recommendations as
required

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 6

ESoP – Key HMI design issues

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 7

Nomadic Devices – Key Issues
• Appropriate display and interaction

• Secure fixing

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 8

Nomadic Devices – French Example
• Implementation of the same function by 3 Express Delivery
Companies

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 9

TECHNOLOGY
SPECIAL REPORT:

Internet Cars:
Making Drive-Time
Productive
By Paul Korzeniowski
TechNewsWorld

"By delivering a needed customer service,
automobile manufacturers view telematics
as a way to enhance brand loyalty," said
Frank Viquez, research director for
http://www.technewsworld.com/story/34187.html
automotive
research at market research
firm ABI Research.
Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 10

Analysis/Solutions Matrix
• SYSTEMS:
• Nomadic

SYSTEMS

• Aftermarket
• OEM installed/ integrated

• HMI:

I
M
H

• Installation
• Info. Presentation
• Interaction Modes
• Use

• STAKEHOLDERS:

STAKEHOLDERS

• Vehicle Manufacturers
• System Manufacturers
• Service Providers
• Fleet Owners and Employers
• Drivers
• Authorities

In each box:
• Who is Responsible?
• How can we promote safety ?
Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 11

Solutions: Nomadic Devices
NOMADIC

Vehicle
Manufacturer

System
Manufacturer

Service
Provider

Fleet
Owners
and
Employers

Drivers

Installation

Kit?

Supply Kit!

\

R

R

Correct
installation

Correct
installation

Consumer
information
Comply with
ECE21

Information
Presentation

R

R

Apply ESoP

Screen design
suitable for use

Specification
of custom
systems

Interaction

Supply
“vehicle
moving”
signal

R

Use

Inform

Enforce secure fixing

Information to drivers
ESoP should link to
ECE21

R
Switch off
functions not
designed for use
while driving
e.g. no unlimited
access to Internet

Authorities

\

Promote ESoP

Apply ESoP
Could attach
suitable for
driving “flag”

Code of
Practice for
drivers

R

Apply ESoP

\

Instructions for
safe use

\

Code of
Practice
Training

Specification
of custom
systems

Identify/implement
specific actions on
enforcement

Research

\

As above

R

Define rules (e.g. mobile
phone)
Enforce

Learning

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 12

Concerning ESoP
•

Explicitly address information presented
by Service Providers (e.g. running text)

•

Extend scope to include responsibilities of
Fleet Managers/Employers

•

Revise ESoP for clarity, maintaining
existing structure and principles

•

Identify links with standards,
Regulations, Directives, etc.

•

Add specific criteria only where validated
and widely agreed

•

Seek collaboration with US and Japanese
initiatives on HMI guidelines

•

ESoP should be widely disseminated and
its impact monitored by Member States

ESoP already applies to
Nomadic Devices

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 13

Product-responsible Organisation
• Organisation bringing a new or
modified product to the market
• The term product also covers services
• The product means that product used and
experienced by the driver
• The product-responsible organisation can
be a system manufacturer or provider but
also a software provider
• The distribution of responsibility for
various products needs to be clearly
defined.
• This responsibility includes compliance
with all applicable regulations
Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 14

Specific Recommendations - 1
These recommendation apply to functions intended for use
while driving. Precise wording will be available on the
eSafety web site

Product-responsible organisations should:
• Apply the ESoP and provide clear instructions for product use
• Supply fitting kit (complying with the intent of ECE Reg. 21) and
ensure consumer information
• Ensure functions not intended to be accessible to the driver
while the vehicle is in motion are disabled when the vehicle is
moving
• Cooperate with the automotive industry in providing smart
interfaces between NDs and the vehicles’ integrated HMI
(interfacing standards; filtering criteria for access and
information depending on the driving context)

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 15

Specific Recommendations - 2
These recommendation apply to functions intended for use while driving. Precise
wording will be available on the eSafety web site

Service providers should:
• Develop and comply with a “Safety Agreement”, compatible with
ESoP, together with hardware platform providers, e.g. aftermarket, nomadic manufacturers, vehicle manufacturers

Member States should:
• Seek self-commitment of Nomadic providers to the ESoP
• Take measures (e.g. legislation) to ensure secure fixing of nomadic
& aftermarket devices according to ECE R21, or equivalent
• Continue to actively enforce existing Health and Safety legislation
concerning at-work driving practices
• Take measures to ensure that use of nomadic devices by the driver
while driving is hands-free
• Identify and take necessary actions on the unintended use or
misuse of visual entertainment systems (e.g. TV, video games)
Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 16

• Mail box:
•

INFSO-eSafety@cec.eu.int

• Web-site:
•

http://europa.eu.int/information_society/programmes/esafety
/index_en.htm

• eScope (eSafety Observatory): www.eScope.info

Nomadic Devices Workshop 20 Jan 2005 - 17
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Nomadic devices
Benefits and market outlook
Johannes Dünnwald
Nokia Automotive
Ertico - Jan20th, 2005
First European Nomadic Devices Workshop

1
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Nokia Automotive

2

© NOKIA 2004

•

Founded 1996 as Nokia Smart Traffic Products and renamed
to Nokia Automotive in 2004

•

Nokia Automotive is a major player in the market space of
wireless mobile car communication and infotainment
solutions

•

Nokia Automotive has sold more than 10 million wireless car
communication and Telematics solutions as of 2004 in the
line-fit and aftermarket segment

Automotive Meets Telecommunication
Recognition of
new business

Overhype
Over-criticism
Internet & WAP
Internet Vehicle
Telematics

2000
© NOKIA 2004

Car Multimedia
Mobile Phone
Smartphone

Car Handsfree

Mobile Phone
Fixed Car
Phone

3

Economic
slowdown

Nomadic
Devices

2002

2004

2006

… 1,700 mio mobile phone users globally
Mobile Devices Market Dynamics
• the mobile device industry in 2005 to grow approximately
10% in volume from the 630 million units Nokia estimates for
2004 and to grow in value, but to a lesser extent
• penetration to grow and the replacement rate to remain
stable as more advanced camera phones, brighter color
screens, MP3 players and 3G encourage upgrades
• the 2008 annual camera phone market to be more than 600
million units and the smartphone market to be more than
200 million units
• the global mobile subscriber base to surpass two billion
users in 2006

630 mio new phones annually …
4
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Enabling
Enabling
Technologies
Technologies
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

WCDMA
WCDMA
MMS
MMS
Colordisplay
display
Color
Push-to-talk
Push-to-talk
WAP/XHTML
WAP/XHTML
Java
Java
WLAN
WLAN
Bluetooth
Bluetooth

Multi-radio technology providing new
complementary access methods
GSM
TDMA

Cellular Access

GPRS

Hot Spot Access
WiMAX

EDGE

WLAN

WCDMA

seamless global roaming

content, browsing

HSDPA*
Cdma2000 1x
CDMA 1x EV-DV
CDMA 1x EV-DO

Seamless
Inter-working

Broadcasting
A/V mass media

Proximity world:
local services
personal area

IP protocols
BT

FM radio

news, weather, traffic info, Visual radio
adverts, alerts, entertainment

RFID
DVB-H

NFC

local info, local commerce,
cable replacement
UWB
*HSDPA ... High speed Downlink Packet Access

5
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Smartphone defined – smart computer power
Multimedia

Applications

6
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Personal productivity

Connectivity

Nokia’s smartphones – several applications
in one device
Symbian Series 60 core applications
• Calendar
• Contacts
• To-do list
• E-mail
• Web browser
• RealOne video player
More than 1000 Symbian applications
• Games
• Imaging
• Productivity
• Maps
• Navigation
• News
• MP3 player
• And more…
7
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Enhancing the smartphone experience

GPS
positioning

Car kits

Headsets
Image album

Flash
Wireless keyboard

Remote camera
8
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Growing sales for smartphones

Smartphone market, 2003-2008
Units millions

Handheld and converged device*
market shares, Q3/2004
Percent

300

238

250

Others

Nokia

200
150

40%

94

100

Fujitsu 7%

52

50
0

21%

149

7,1
2003

8%

23

RIM
2004

2005

2006

2007

9%

2008

HP

14.5%
PalmOne

* Handheld devices are pocket-sized, either pen or keypad-centric, and are capable of synchronizing with desktop or laptop computers.
Converged mobile devices are either voice or data centric and are capable of synchronizing with server, desktop, or laptop computers
Source: Ovum; Canalys
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Number of WCDMA 3G terminals picking up
70
60

Number of different brands & models of
WCDMA terminals available in the market

50
40
30
20
10
0
1H02
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2H02

1H03

2H03

1H04

2H04

Why Do We Need 3G
Life Goes Mobile!

Operators
11
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•

Higher speed

•

Higher capacity

•

Lower cost

Consumers

What automotive customers do want . . .
100%

Car Radio / Audio

Digital radio / audio

90%

Emergency call

80%

Handsfree cellular phone

70%
Mapping and navigation

60%
Video and gaming

50%
Activate household lights from
vehicle
Driving recorder

40%
30%

Mobile office

20%
Voice-activated controls

10%
Internet portal

0%
not at all
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somewhat

very

absolutely

Source: Nokia 2004

Nokia Handsfree Car Kits

Emphasis on
• Easy-to-use
• Consumer needs
• Mass market development

13
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610

Nokia Car Kit Phone
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Bluetooth technology enabling
car handsfree
100,0%

Digital Mobile Phones
Phones w / Bluetooth

600

Bluetooth penetration (%)

Mobile Phone volumes (m)

900

64,2%
51,2%
35,8%

300

25,6%
14,9%
9,0%
0

0,0%

2003

Car Drivers

16
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2004

2005

2006

2007

•

Handsfree Profiles

•

SIM Access Profile

•

Phone Access Profile (PAP)

2008

source: In-Stat/MDR,
11/2004

(HFP)
(SAP)

Passengers

Incremental Roadmap
Wireless
Communication
Mobile Phone
Car Phone

Basic handsfree
• PnP
• Headrest

Medium
handsfree
•

BT car kit

•

Advance car kit

•

range car kit
HighFull
handsfree
• Car kit phone

Car integrated
handsfree
• HIP
17
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Audio

Radio

Navigation

Entertainment

Information
Services

Architecture View

Car Application Platform

Wireless App. Platform
Applications Framework

Presentation and Rendering
GPS
and
navigation

A/V
system

Car feature
control and
maintenance

CM- API

WLAN

GPS

18

Runtimes
and
control

RFID

Wireless Connectivity
Framework

Rich call
and
messaging

CM- API

Car Mobile API

BT

Multimedia
and
Content mgt

GPS

WLAN

BT

RFID

GPRS

1.

Specify and agree on open software interface (car mobile API) that is kept
stabile and backward-compatible according to car-industry life-cycle.

2.

Create reference design, which can be used for developing and testing new
applications, services and products

© NOKIA 2004

UMTS

Mobile
Automotive Market

Communication
Services Market

100 % of all cars are equipped w/ radio
> 80 % of European pockets contain a phone

19
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Nomadic Device trends
Wireless connectivity
GSM, GPRS, 3G (cellular - long range)
Bluetooth, Infra-red (short-range)
Wi-Fi (WLAN) (wireless network - medium range)
Hybridisation
Mobile phone + PDA = “Smartphone”, mobile Internet terminal
Phone/PDA + GPS + navigation software + map = “Personal Navigator”
PDA + storage + player software = Portable Entertainment Centre
Price

Ð

Capacity
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The PDA on wheels is now available

Power & functionality
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How to integrate Nomadic Devices in AIDE solution?
Advanced driver
assistance systems
(ADAS)

Driver-/vehicle-/
environment
monitoring

In-vehicle
information
systems (IVIS)

Adaptive Integrated
Driver-vehicle Interface
visual

haptic

auditory

Driver
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Nomad
devices
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Nomadic device use cases in AIDE

Nomadic PDA
Handheld Computer

Driver-/vehicle-/
environment
monitoring

Nomadic
Mobile Phone

Nomadic
Personal
Navigator

Adaptive Integrated
Driver-vehicle Interface
ND
visual

ND
touch

ND
auditory

Driver
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Nomadic
Music/Games
Player
Nomadic
Laptop
Computer
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Use cases - Mobile Phone
Enter car

BT sync

Phonebook
sync

Receive call

Ring/signal

ID caller

Connect

Talk

Make call

Select no./
person

Compose no.

Make call

Talk

Receive SMS

Ring/signal

ID sender

Read/listen

Reply?

Send SMS

Select no./
person

Compose SMS

Send

Exit car

Engine off

BT disconnect

Phone to
normal mode
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Use cases - Handheld PC/PDA
Enter car

BT sync

Agenda
sync

Contacts
sync

Choose trip
address

Enter name

Review
address

Send to
navi unit

Retrieve
appointment

Review
appointments

Select appt.

Read/hear
appt. details

Call to
contact

Link to appt.

Review &
save task

Enter new
task

Enter task title Enter task text

Enter
appointment

Select date &
time

Compose
appointment

Review appt.

Save appt.

Exit car

Engine off

Sync carhandheld

Save changes

BT disconnect
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Use cases - Personal Navigator
Enter car

Dock device

GPS BT sync

Enter trip
address

Enter address/
name of POI

Review
address

Start guidance

Review map
display

Select map
display

Look at map

Unselect map
display

Turn-by-turn
direction

Early warning

Countdown
to turn

Local junction
display

“Turn now”
instruction

Traffic
message

Select TMC
channel

Read/hear
TMC message

Read/hear
diversion?

Select
diversion

Exit car

Engine off

Turn off
device

Undock device
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Summary - use cases
Nomadic devices (“NDs”) - substantial interaction with driver
NDs need text-to-speech and speech recognition functionality
NDs want access to onboard channels for audio, display etc.
NDs need physical connectivity for power, link to GPS etc.
NDs need fixation in suitable location for safe driver use

AIDE SP3 - Nomadic Device Workshop
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User needs - Driver
Use mobile phone for incoming & outgoing calls
• conveniently & easily
• safely & without distractions
• legally - must be “handsfree”

Use PDA for office productivity & personal computing
• manage calendar/appointments
• access address book, use for phone calls, SMS

Use personal navigator for route guidance & map display
• turn-by-turn route guidance, voice instructions, map display
• portable from one vehicle to another
• easy map upload & update
AIDE SP3 - Nomadic Device Workshop
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User needs - Vehicle industry …are they defined?
Alternatives:
Adapt to customers’ requirements
•…mobile phone integration (…but not “carphone”…)
•…navigation device integration
or
Market Nomadic Device products to create customer demand
•…off-board navigation service + portable device integration
•…music/entertainment device integration
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Requirements for a solution
Â Allow vehicle manufacturers to control nomadic device integration in
the car…
…while giving nomadic devices a way in via an optimised “gateway”
Â Provide convenient interface between ND & onboard systems/devices
Â Ensure safe integration & use of ND when in the vehicle
Â Manage ND requests for onboard I/O access
• e.g. allow, deny, divert, reschedule, postpone…
Â Allow user/customer choice & preferences
AIDE SP3 - Nomadic Device Workshop
Brussels, 20 January 2005
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Nomad Devices : Integration Issues
Background
• Number of types of nomad devices is
increasing (cellphone, PDA …)
• Popularity of nomad devices is
increasing (not uncommon for people
to have multiple devices) largely as a
result of reducing cost, and
increasing functionality, and are being
brought into the car
• This is contributing to driver
distraction issues, and resulting in
safety issues

If these issues are not tackled by the industry, we may end up with
legislation banning the use of nomad devices completely in the vehicle.
AIDE SP3 - Nomadic Device Workshop
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Nomad Devices : Integration Issues
Ideal Scenario:
• Standardisation of all nomad devices
for easy integration of these devices
into the vehicle
• Automatic integration of the nomad
devices (of all types) to the
automotive control systems
Reality!
•No standardisation being used
•Limited integration of the nomad device with the vehicle systems
•Current choice is standard on high end vehicles, factory fit option
(with limited take up?), or after market fit
•Integration is often limited to where the driver puts the device
holder in the car!!
AIDE SP3 - Nomadic Device Workshop
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Nomad Devices : Integration Areas
What do we mean by Integration?
•Covers a number of integration areas• Physical – Where will it be mounted? What if there is
more than one device? Devices are not all the same
physical shape!
• Electrical – If there is a physical mount, will it be wired
for electrical, and communications? (for recharging, and
communication with the car systems)
• Communication – How will the nomad devices
communicate with the car systems? (wired? Bluetooth?
Wifi?)
• Protocols - what communication standards will it use?
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Nomad Devices : Integration Areas
Other integration areas for consideration• Control - What level of control/management is required of the device
(from the vehicle and/or nomad device)?
• Security – System implemented must be secure.
• Safety – The solution requires to be safe, and meet any legislation
requirements (this may be multiple requirements in different countries)
•…
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Towards a Solution – Current SoA
Some of these integration areas are seeing solutions and standards being applied• Communication
• Bluetooth – fast becoming the standard for short range communication for
nomad devices
• Wifi - increasing in popularity – especially in PDAs. Some mobile phones with
this facility now appearing.
• Protocols
• Bluetooth - profiles
• AMI-C (Automotive Multimedia Interface Collaboration) – Standardisation of
mobile information and entertainment systems [nomad devices] for vehicle
communication systems. Protocol definition part of this collaboration
standardising communications (Issue with these standards is the limited take
up by manufacturers?)
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Towards a Solution – Current SoA (cont)
• Electrical/Physical
•Some factory-fit options are available for specific devices
(manufacturers, devices – e.g. BMW & iPOD). Typically limited to
mobile phones.
•After-market options - often “ad-hoc” consumer fit – and integration
really just means a “sucker” holder!
•AMI-C has standards and definition of electrical/physical connections in
place
•CEA has a MOST standard (CEA-2012) defining the requirements for
implementing an Aftermarket Network based on the Media Oriented
Systems Transport (MOST®) standard. This can be used independent
of any vehicle network, or connected to a factory-installed network with
a gateway function.
AIDE SP3 - Nomadic Device Workshop
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Towards a Solution
Standardisation?
•Can standardisation cure these issues?
• AMI-C seems like a potential solution (protocols, electrical, physical standards
for Nomad devices) BUT
• Unclear what the take up is of these standards.
• Is it dead?
• MOST Gateway function - is this the new way ahead?

• Does the industry really want standardisation in this area? (if its standardised,
then where is the USP?)
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Towards a Solution
AIDE solution:
•Primary goal (with respect to nomad devices) is the safe integration and
control of the nomad devices
•The AIDE project is considering a Nomadic Gateway as part of its
architecture covering all of the above aspects of integration.
Advanced driver
assistance systems
(ADAS)

Driver-/vehicle-/
environment
monitoring

In-vehicle
information
systems (IVIS)

Adaptive Integrated
Driver-vehicle Interface
visual

haptic

auditory

Driver
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Thank You

Patrick Robertson
Software Architect Manager
+44 1506 46 3320
Patrick.Robertson@Motorola.com
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